
Chapter 2--Experimental Design: Terms **PARTIAL ANSWERS** 
1)  Observational study vs experiment  -- An experiment must have random assignment to treatment 

groups.  Observational study you just collect data. 

 

2)  Matched-pair design vs Completely randomized design -- Completely randomized each experimental 

unit gets one of the two treatments.  Matched pair each experimental unit gets both treatment, and the 

order is randomized. 

 

3)  Experimental units -- The smallest group that receives a treatment 

 

4)  Treatments -- The conditions that are being applied to the experimental units.  Make sure you list them 

out! 

 

5)  Control group -- When one group receives no treatment 

 

6)  Placebo -- When one treatment looks like another but actually has no active ingredients 

 

7)  Explanatory variable --  The variable that is causing the difference between treatments 

 

8)  Response variable -- The "outcome" variable that is being measured 

 

9)  Single blind -- The experimental units don't know which treatment they are receiving 

 

10)  Double blind -- Neither the experimental unit nor the person measuring results know which treatment 

is being given 

 

11)  Direct control -- When you hold an extraneous variable constant for all treatments.  The purpose is to 

reduce variability so that differences can be more easily seen. 

 

12)  Extraneous variable -- A variable that you are not specifically measuring during your study. 

 

13)  Random selection -- When each subject has an equal chance of being chosen to be in the study.  The 

purpose is to create a roughly representative sample of your population 

 

14)  Replication -- When you use multiple subjects in your study (not multiple studies!) 

 

15)  Blocking -- When you group together subjects that are similar and run separate studies on each 

group.  Each group gets its own random assignment process. The purpose is the same as for direct control. 

 

16)  Random assignment -- When you randomly choose people to be in different treatments.  The purpose 

is to roughly equalize extraneous variables so that the only difference between the groups is the treatment. 

 

17)  Confounding variable -- A variable related to both the explanatory variable and the response variable.  

It's bad.  It's in between the two and could be causing the results you are seeing in the response variable. 

 

18)  Selection bias 

19)  Nonresponse bias 

20)  Measurement bias 

21)  Simple random sample 

22)  Systematic random sample 

23)  Stratified random sample 

24)  Cluster sample 

25)  Convenience sample 


